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Measuring state sector productivity: A 
suggested approach 
 

Introduction 
This paper aims to provide an approach for measuring state sector productivity. It is intended to be 

used by the Productivity Commission in their inquiry into state sector productivity (‘productivity’). 

This paper will be divided into three parts. Firstly, it will provide a model showing how productivity 

measures impact or change organisational behaviour. Secondly, it will show that activity-based cost 

management (‘ABC-M’) is an ideal method for measuring and improving productivity. Lastly, it will 

provide answers to some of the questions asked in the issues paper.1 

References to an ‘individual’ also applies to meso-level (sectoral performance) and micro-level 

(service or function), unless otherwise specified. For ease of communicating the ideas, I have 

selected to start with at the individual level, and then scale up to the service and sectoral level.  

 

1. How productivity measures impact organisational behaviour 
 To understand why the establishment of productivity measures are important, it must first be 

understood how they impact the outputs of an individual. The key component in the influence of 

productivity measures is incentives. In visual terms, the relationship is shown below: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
1 New Zealand Productivity Commission. (2017). Measuring and improving state sector productivity: Issues 
paper. Available from www.productivity.govt.nz/inquiry-content/state-sector-productivity 
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The model illustrates two key concepts of designing a measurement system, namely: 

1. You get what you reward, and 

2. You reward what you measure 

While the subject of incentives is beyond the scope of this paper, it forms a critical part of the 

model. Atambo et al (2013)2 , a study of performance incentives in the public healthcare system of 

Kenya, found that: 

“employee incentives played a key role in enhancing performance at both individual and 

organizational levels, while providing an opportunity for initiatives which are deemed to be 

instrumental in merging theory and practice in human resource management and 

development in the public health sector.” 

An incentive is something that motivates, encourages, or maintains a certain desirable behaviour.  

They can be financial or non-financial. Non-monetary incentives are more effective for motivating 

individual behaviour in the workplace.3 4 

In the present case, the desired behaviour is an increase in productivity. For an incentive to affect a 

behaviour, it must be aligned with that behaviour. In other words, the incentive must be linked to 

the organisational objective.5 

For an incentive or set of incentives to be effective, it should be: 

1. Clearly defined and communicated; 

2. Consistent; 

3. Significant enough to change the behaviour of the individual (quality of the incentive); and 

4. Tailored as far as possible to what motivates the individual. 

The need for consistent incentives is illustrated in the Atambo study, where 98% of respondents 

indicated that irregular provision of incentives hindered performance.6 The study also revealed a 

Spearman Rank correlation of 0.952 between performance and incentive policy. 

The quality of an incentive influences the extent to which it changes an individual’s devotion and 

commitment to their work.7 

What does all this mean in the context of New Zealand’s state sector productivity? It means that any 

new productivity measure should be followed up by a well-designed incentive system that considers 

the above principles. This will ensure the buy-in of individuals, management, and the sector as a 

whole. Failing to do this would mean that the sought-after productivity increases have a much less 

realistic chance of occurring, as individuals have no reason to accomplish them in the absence of 

incentives. 

 

                                                           
2 Atambo, W. N. et al. (2013). The role of employee incentives on performance: a survey of public hospitals in 
Kenya. Global Business and Economics Research Journal, 2(12): 29-44. 
3 Nolan, S. (2012). A Look of Current Trends Data. Strategic HR Review, 11(3): 32-54. 
4 Priyce, A., Kakabadse, N. and Lloyd, T. (2011). Income Differentials and Corporate Performance. Journal of 
Corporate Governance, 11(5): 587-600 
5 Lee, S and Chen, H. (2011).  Corporate Governance and Firm Value as Determinants of CEO Compensation in 
Taiwan: 2SLS for Panel Data Model. Management Research Review, 34(3): 252-265. 
6 Above, n 2, at 37. 
7 Above, n 2, at 40. 
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2. Activity-based cost management 

2.1.  What is ABC-M? 
ABC-M is the allocation of costs per the resources consumed. This reflects the idea that activities 

drive costs, and that the notion of costs is an accounting fiction. By managing the underlying 

resource consumption, you can reduce said consumption. Costs are traced proportionately to 

outputs using activity-drivers. To understand what you are getting for a given level of spending, you 

need to equate the spending (and what the service recipient receives for the spending) with the 

costs of outputs and outcomes.   

How does ABC-M provide more useful information around costs? It translates account balances into 

activity costs. These activities are then assigned to the cost objects/processes. With this information, 

managers can see how much it costs to provide a particular type of output.  

2.2. Important ABC-M definitions 
The following definitions are helpful to understanding how ABC-M works: 

• Cost object 

o The item for which you want to know the cost, for example, replacing a hip 

• Trace 

o This is linking direct costs to the cost object 

• Allocation 

o This is the allocation of indirect costs to the cost object 

• Direct costs 

o Direct tracing is used where costs are physically associated with a cost object. 

o Driver tracing is where drivers are used to trace costs to the cost object 

• Indirect costs 

o These are costs which are difficult to directly attribute to the cost object, or where it 

would be too expensive to work out the exact relationship between the activity and 

the cost object (for example: the electricity costs for the whole office) 

o They are allocated using the resource or activity driver 

• Cost driver 

o These are factors that determine a function’s cost structure 

o They determine the work required to perform an activity 

o Examples include the process layout, location, etc 

• Activity driver 

o This is the device used to link cost of activities to cost objects 

o Examples include frequency (time), intensity (time) 

• Resource driver 

o This links the cost of a resource to an activity 

o Examples include staff(headcount), square metres of space used 

2.3. How does ABC-M work in the public-sector context? 
ABC-M works by transforming the traditional general ledger accounting data into the costing of the 

final cost objects. This is done by: 

• Determining what the cost object; direct and indirect costs; cost, activity and resource 

drivers are; 

• Tracing the direct costs to the cost objects; and 
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• Allocating the indirect cots to the cost object 

Once this is done, you now have the final cost of the cost object. This means that you can now 

answer such questions as “why was this amount spent?”, “what was it spent for?”, and “what would 

make it increase or decrease?”. The short answer is that an increase or decrease in the activity driver 

would translate into an increase or decrease in costs. 

However, this two-stage cost assignment is incomplete. In order to understand how the firm-level 

performance relates to other activities (such as other departments), a multi-stage cost assignment is 

necessary. (For an illustrated example, see this reference)8 

The exact details of the process are rather complex, and reflect the fact that ABC-M is a costly and 

resource-intensive process. However, there are several ABC software applications on the market 

which reduce the time and cost of conducting ABC-M. 

Once the multi-stage nesting of consumption costs has been completed, the results are final cost 

objects. These take the form of supplier-related outputs, products/services, or citizens/consumers.9 

Having this information would allow a service or function to see how its activities contribute to costs 

further down the line. Having the complete ABC-M done for a sector would show how the 

demand/pull from citizens or the final consumers is responsible for all activities of the sector.  

2.4. How does ABC-M improve productivity? 
ABC-M provides quality information, in the form of visibility and transparency of costs. The per-each-

unit costs of each output can be used to identify best practice within a sector, as well as showing 

areas of potential improvement. 

The costs of a product or service can be reduced by: 

• Redesigning the process so that less inputs are used to deliver the same level of outputs. The 

most common form of efficiency here is duplication of work, which can be eliminated when 

the process is re-engineered. (Business process re-engineering); 

• Standardising work practices around the ‘best practice’ in the sector, so that efficiencies 

identified in one part of the sector can be applied uniformly to the same functional level 

across the sector; 

• Understanding which non-value added activities can be reduced. A major cost to any 

organisation is poor quality work. Poor quality work translates into greater inspection and 

supervision costs, as managers try to detect which work must be redone. The redoing of 

work is another cost, as more inputs are consumed to fix the faults in the work.  Having 

incentives or quality management programs in place will reduce the wastage related to 

redoing work. 

• Utilising continuous improvement techniques to place a constant focus on increasing 

productivity. Having accurate information about per-unit costs allows management to 

measure progress effectively. 

It would also allow government to prioritise spending better, as it would have an accurate idea of 

how much it costs to provide each kind of output. It would know, for example, that $10 million can 

be used to produce X number of NCEA certificates, or fund X number of student loans, or X number 

                                                           
8 Gary Cokins “Activity-Based Cost Management in the Public Sector: Multiple Stage ABC/M Approach” 
https://www.ifac.org/global-knowledge-gateway/performance-financial-management/discussion/activity-
based-cost-management  
9 Ibid. 

https://www.ifac.org/global-knowledge-gateway/performance-financial-management/discussion/activity-based-cost-management
https://www.ifac.org/global-knowledge-gateway/performance-financial-management/discussion/activity-based-cost-management
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of heart surgeries, and so on. Spending can then be allocated to produce more of the outputs that 

are considered necessary, and spending reduced in areas which are unnecessary. It can also be used 

to identify areas in which the private sector is more efficient in producing said outputs. 

2.5. Potential obstacles to using ABC-M 
The biggest obstacle is the perception that a function or sector doesn’t have an ‘output’. This is most 

common where the service is delivering an intangible. The way to solve this problem is to 

conceptualise it in terms of the type of work the function does. In the case of education, the output 

would be the NCEA certificate (or equivalent type of document for each functional level).  

The process of converting salaries and expenses into outputs can be conceptually difficult for people 

not trained in the implementation and execution of ABC-M. (see 2.6 below). 

Another potential obstacle would be uncertainty and resistance to change from the workforce. 

Some may see the exercise as an attempt to reduce staff levels. Making a process more efficient 

often leads to a lesser number of staff being needed for that process. These staff can be redeployed 

to other projects, functions, or departments. There would be more buy-in if this is emphasised as 

the priority of management, before redundancies are considered. 

The third potential obstacle would be a lack of commitment and leadership. As ABC-M is a major 

change to traditional accounting and budgeting, it requires significant motivation from leadership to 

get it done. A lack of leadership would lead to the project failing at the implementation stage, or 

even earlier. 

2.6. Suggested route of implementation 
ABC-M is a process which is resource intensive and requires specialist skills. Rather than duplicating 

this across sectors, it would be more efficient to create a central “costing unit” at the Treasury, 

which is how the UK has recently dealt with the issue.10  

This central costing unit would be able to undertake short term projects (of 6 to 8 weeks’ length), 

across all relevant sectors, to provide detailed analysis of complex and multi-sectoral areas of 

spending. Centralising this function would enable a faster rollout of the programme, and reduce 

duplication across sectors. It would also enable efficiencies identified in one project to easily be 

implanted in the next. Furthermore, using consultants while in-house capabilities are built up would 

enable a cost-effective development of organisational capabilities.  Once costing for a project has 

been completed, the system can be turned over to the relevant departments for monitoring the 

performance. The existing accounting departments should be able to handle this task, and if training 

is required, it would be cheaper to train them in this as opposed to training them in doing the entire 

task by themselves. 

The costing unit should also develop a strategy for changing the organisational culture of target 

sectors. The ideal organisational culture should focus on and reward continuous improvement, and 

the elimination of waste. Waste can most effectively be removed by improving standardisation of 

                                                           
10 Julian McCrae, Adam Boon,  Josh Harris and George Miller “Getting to the heart of decision making 
Whitehall’s Financial Management Reform” Institute for Government 
https://www.instituteforgovernment.org.uk/sites/default/files/publications/IfG_FMR_Cima_briefing_paper_
WEB_2.pdf  

https://www.instituteforgovernment.org.uk/sites/default/files/publications/IfG_FMR_Cima_briefing_paper_WEB_2.pdf
https://www.instituteforgovernment.org.uk/sites/default/files/publications/IfG_FMR_Cima_briefing_paper_WEB_2.pdf
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activities and processes. This can be achieved by cultivating the Japanese workplace philosophy of 

Kaizen, an explanation of which can be found here.11 

I suggest that this unit should focus on large spending programmes which have received little 

attention in terms of reducing their budget or promoting higher efficiency. These programmes are 

rolled over almost automatically from one budget to the next. Focusing on these will provide the 

greatest cost/benefit ratio. Using ABC-M to tinker around the edges with smaller programmes would 

not deliver meaningful efficiencies and would amount to postponing the problem until it becomes 

even more expensive and difficult to fix. 

3. Answers to questions in the issues paper 
The answers to some questions asked in the issues paper are set out below: 

Q5: “How should the selection of outputs differ for different users of productivity data (Ministers, 

chief executives and managers)? What principles should guide these decisions?” 

The outputs should be the final cost objects for the relevant level (meso- versus micro-level 

performance). The cost objects should flow on from the most basic functional unit, to the service 

level, and finally the sectoral level. This multi-staged nesting would enable any user higher up the 

chain to access the relevant data for its level, and all those below it (See 2.3 above). For example, 

the Minister would be able to see the sectoral cost objects, as well as those for the services and 

functions which compose that sector. 

Q6 “Are there instances where a subset of core outputs would provide a reasonable indicator of the 

efficiency of a state sector organisation or programme? For what services or organisations is this most 

likely to be the case?” 

It is neither unnecessary nor desirable to measure every single output of any sector, service or 

function. The Pareto principle states that, for a lot of events, roughly 80% of effects come from 20% 

of the causes. 12 The 80/20 rule is most commonly used in customer profitability analysis, where it 

shows that for many businesses, 80% of the organisation’s profit derives from 20% of its customers.  

This 80/20 rule can be applied in this context by focusing on the critical 20% of functions of any 

sector which would produce roughly 80% of the outputs. This would maximise the cost/benefit ratio 

for the project, deliver the most gains in productivity, and avoid wasting time dealing with problems 

which are trivial. 

Q7: “Should the Commission explore willingness-to-pay methodologies further for the purpose of 

valuing government non-market outputs? Are there any other viable alternatives to cost-weighting as 

a way of valuing and aggregating public sector outputs?” 

No. Willingness to pay is not capable of being standardised across sectors. Cost-weighting by itself 

does not provide transparency around which organisational activities drive costs. ABC-M should be 

used instead (see 2.1. above) 

Q9: “What services need to be quality adjusted? What indicators of quality should be used for the 

different state sector services?” 

                                                           
11 Kaizen with Six Sigma Ensures Continuous Improvement 
https://www.isixsigma.com/methodology/kaizen/kaizen-six-sigma-ensures-continuous-improvement/  
12 What is 80/20 rule?". 80/20 Rule of Presenting Ideas. Archived from the original on January 28, 2013. 
Retrieved October 4, 2015. 

https://www.isixsigma.com/methodology/kaizen/kaizen-six-sigma-ensures-continuous-improvement/
https://web.archive.org/web/20130128204020/http:/www.80-20presentationrule.com/whatisrule.html
http://www.80-20presentationrule.com/whatisrule.html
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Any quality indicators used should be standardised across sectors as far as possible. This will 

facilitate like-for-like comparison in the data (cost objects).  A potential indicator of quality would be 

the extent to which further work down the line is reduced. For example, if a primary healthcare 

intervention reduces the need to visit the local emergency department or have an expensive 

procedure once the health issue has escalated, then it should be considered. The most reliable way 

to measure the impact of this would be the construction of a predictive algorithms, rather than 

relying on expert judgments of whether the early intervention has prevented an escalation.13   

Q10: “Is case mix adjustment of productivity measures feasible in state services other than for the 

outputs of hospitals?” 

The feasibility would depend if the causation between belonging to a particular group and higher 

needs for that group can be proven. Correlation is sometimes mistaken for causation, and the two 

concepts are distinct.14 

Q11: “How should the Commission think about developing productivity measures in areas of the state 

sector where services are collectively consumed?” 

The services should be translated into cost objects like any other output. See 2.3. above, as well as 

footnote 8. 

Q12: “How well are agencies and service providers (eg, schools, DHBs) able to cost their activity at an 

output level?” 

That depends on the organisational capabilities and understanding of ABC-M of the service provider. 

Setting up a standard method for implementation of ABC-M would enable the building up of 

organisational capabilities. As stated in 2.6. above, it would not be necessary for each agency or 

service provider to do this if a centralised unit sets up the methodology and carries out the ABC-M 

costing. 

Q13: “How good are government agencies at ‘activity-based costing’? How well do they understand 

‘cost-to-serve’? What are the barriers to agencies doing this well?” 

That depends on which agency you are examining. The centralised costing unit mentioned at 2.6. 

above can help create industry-wide best practice when it comes to ABC-M, so that those providers 

in an industry which are lagging behind their counterparts can catch up to the common standard. 

The barriers are discussed at 2.5. above. 

Q15: For which state services are co-payments most common? For these services, does good data 

exist on the share of cost covered by copayments? How should the Commission take co-payments 

into account when developing productivity measures? 

They are most prevalent in the healthcare sector, and specifically, in primary healthcare. Good data 

does not exist on the share covered by co-payments. Taking it into account would be conceptually 

difficult, complex, and expensive. For the primary healthcare service in particular, co-payments vary 

greatly. The co-payment for a GP visit changes depending on whether a practice is a Very Low Cost 

Practice or not. There are also proposed changes to reduce co-payments for those on community 

services cards. 

                                                           
13 Daniel Kahneman Thinking, Fast and Slow (New York: Farrar, Straus and Giroux, 2011), Chapter 21, 222 – 
233. 
14 Above, n 13, Chapter 16 – 20, 166 – 221. 
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Gathering information on the ratio of inputs of a service which are funded by government would 

potentially require the disclosure of sensitive financial information from private companies. 

Q16: What public sectors/services should the Commission focus on as case studies for developing 

productivity measures? Why? 

The Commission should focus on healthcare and education. Some DHB’s already have existing ABC-

M systems, this would be a good place for the central costing unit to learn from and use the 

information to measure and reward productivity. These are also the largest budget items, so the 

cost-benefit ratio would be higher if starting here as opposed to a much smaller budget item. 

 

Q 17:What challenges are there to measuring productivity of the health system, or the productivity of 

health services? How can those challenges be overcome? 

A fully nested ABC-M system (see 2.3. above) would be able to track the complete patient journey. 

In addition to the challenges listed in 2.5. above, a significant one would be standardising the 

accounting systems used across the healthcare industry. If the GP uses Program A for his accounting, 

and the radiology uses Program B, and the DHB uses Program C, it would be difficult and expensive 

to integrate all the data into one system for ease of use. 

Q 18 – 20: 

See 2.5. and 2.6. above. 

Q22:What are the different needs of ministers, chief executives and managers in using productivity 

measures? 

The productivity measures should be used to incentivise productivity growth (see 1. and 2.4 above.). 

The only difference would be at which level the measures are applied. For example, a manager 

would look at the measures for his service function, a chief executive for the whole organisation, and 

so on. 

Q23: Assuming reliable efficiency measures can be developed, what factors would influence the use 

of these measures by decision makers within the state sector? How could the use of efficiency 

measures be promoted? 

The use would be heavily dependent on whether the compensation of individuals are tied to 

productivity improvements (see 1 above). You get what you reward. If there is no incentive 

associated with meeting a certain level of productivity, individuals will instead focus on actions that 

do influence their pay levels. Likewise, organisations would make decisions motivated by other 

factors that would bring them more immediate benefits. 

The use of efficiency measures can be promoted by ensuring that incentives are in place across all 

levels to improve productivity. The conditions for effective incentives are described in 1 above. If a 

person gets a fixed salary every year regardless of their performance, there is no incentive to do 

better. 

Q 24: Would measures of efficiency strengthen the existing performance framework? Why/why not? 

Which aspects of the existing performance framework would gain most from the inclusion of 

efficiency measures? 
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Yes, existing measures have targets, but do not clearly set out the cost of achieving each target ( see 

2.3 and 2.4 above).  The areas which would benefit the most are detailed in the answer to Q 6 

above. 

Q25: How could measures of efficiency augment existing performance measures? 

By clearly linking the achievement of efficiency targets with incentives for that achievement (see 1 

above). 

Q27: What examples from the private sector illustrate best practice in understanding and improving 

productivity? 

A rigorous focus on efficiency, elimination of waste, continuous improvement (Kaizen) and ensuring 

quality are the reasons for the success of companies like Toyota. It had a net income that was nearly 

double that of its rival GM, due to its efficiency and ability to produce cars using less inputs (a 

production time per vehicle of 28 hours for Toyota verses 34 for GM).15 

Q28 to 30 

See 2.5 and 2.6 above. 

Q33: What are the incentives that encourage and discourage productivity improvement in the state 

sector? 

A large disincentive is the fact that a person’s take home pay is not dependent on productivity 

improvements. In some sectors, there is a refusal by the Government to even consider linking pay 

and performance (for example, the pay of teachers). This ensures that there is no incentive for 

teachers to do better than their peers, or to bring up ideas for innovation. 

Q34: How do public sector cultures support or discourage efforts to improve productivity in the state 

sector? 

The culture discourages attempts to promote productivity because those who work harder than 

their peers are looked down upon. There is peer pressure, as working harder than the average is 

“rocking the boat”. If one person or service is much more efficient than the rest, the others would 

look bad. That is essentially why there is such strong resistance to measurements of productivity. If 

you can’t tell who is doing a better job, you can’t investigate why others are doing a worse job. 

4. Conclusion 
There is an opportunity for Government to deliver a greater number of outputs using the same or a 

lesser amount of inputs. The key to unlocking that opportunity is to develop an ABC-M costing 

system that can provide a baseline measurement of productivity. Continuous improvement tools 

should then be used to enable the relevant organisations to reach the targets of improving the cost 

per unit of output. The most effective way of ensuring people within the organisation take part in 

this effort is to incentivise them for achieving the productivity targets. 

Failing to provide sufficient incentives would make it much less likely for any productivity 

improvement project to work. Ministers, Chief Executives, and Managers should therefore have 

greater discretion in spending their staff budgets on incentives for the workers, taking into account 

the factors listed in 1 above. 

                                                           
15 GM vs Toyota: By the Numbers http://www.npr.org/news/specials/gmvstoyota/  

http://www.npr.org/news/specials/gmvstoyota/

